
EVE - ELECTRIC 
VEHICLE EVOLUTION 

Fully Electric Powered Vehicle for Wheelchair Accessibility 

- based on the Nissan e-NV200 Cambi

Green energy technology 

ZERO emissions 

ZERO carbon footprint 

A greener route to passenger transport 

Full accessibility 

Running cost savings 

Call 
(0191) 427 1566 
to experience a 

test drive 
with EVE 
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ti GO ELECTRIC WITH VIC YOUNG 

Newcastle Road, South Shields, Tyne & Wear, NE34 9QE 



EVE HAS ARRIVED 
Combining technical innovation with our comprehensive 

understanding of the Wheelchair Accessible Vehicle (WAV) market, 

EVE, the fully electric vehicle, has been developed by Vic Young. 

Based on the Nissan e-NV200 Combi, the EVE is a fully 

electric WAV, providing greener, cleaner passenger 

transport... and it saves on costs too. 

EVE incorporates Nissan's plug-in technology and offers truly low cost 

motoring and an environmentally-friendly, ZERO carbon emission 

experience. Plus, the payload is 705 kg.

ti Classed as an Ultra-Low Emitting Vehicle - benefits from 100% 

First Year Allowance until 2018 

ti 'Fuel' cost reduced to as little as 2p per mile 

ti Servicing costs approximately £350 lower than petrol or 

diesel equivalent 

ti Battery can be fully charged in four hours* - or topped up to 80% 

within just 30 minutes** *32 amp charge **rapid charge only

ti Home charging facility with a network of charging points 

throughout the UK 

ti Exempt from Congestion Charge 

ti Multi-purpose, versatile and comfortable 



A WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE VEHICLE 

WITH A DIFFERENCE 
EVE has been developed so that the wheelchair user can access the 

vehicle with ease, via the vehicle's ramp system, which has been 

specially designed by Vic Young. 

The wheelchair user will then travel on a lowered floor, ensuring a high 

level of comfort for the passenger. 

And what's more, EVE's five standard passenger seats are retained 

even while a wheelchair user is on board, meaning greater flexibility for 

passenger transport. 

When not in use, the ramp folds flat, creating a useful luggage space, 

when the wheelchair passenger is not on board. 

EVE IS IDEAL FOR USE BY: 

ti Motability customers

ti Private individuals

ti Healthcare providers

ti Care homes 

ti Local authorities 

ti Taxi firms 

ti Charities 

Dimensions
H: 1.9m
L: 1.6m

W: 1.7m



eve - powered by our expertise
...over 40 years of design and building technology experience

Vic young conversions

To find out how EVE can help you and your organisation –
and to book a test drive - call us today on (0191) 427 1566

…or contact

www.vicyoung.co.uk | Vic Young, Newcastle Road, 
South Shields, Tyne and Wear, NE34 9QE

vic young mobility

Multi-award winning, family run car dealership Vic Young has been at 
the forefront of new and used car sales in South Tyneside for over 40 
years. But our wider automotive expertise also sets us apart.

Vic Young Conversions is our specialist, on-site conversion arm. Our 
team are highly skilled at vehicle adaptations and conversions, with cli-
ents ranging from charities and food retailers to the Life 
Brigade… and even the Red Bull racing team.

We have vast expertise in adapting vehicles for full Motability approval 
and Vic Young was the first UK dealership to have staff trained on 
electric vehicles.

Vic Young Mobility is our specialist Motability division, which supplies 
cars, adaptations and Wheelchair Accessible Vehicles.

Vic Young’s commitment to our Motability services is demonstrated by 
our position as a holder of the national Disabled Motoring UK Awards’ 
Extra Mile Dealership Award: the Extra Mile Dealership Award is given 
to a dealership which delivers exemplary customer service to 
disabled people within the UK.  

Sean Cairns      sean.cairns@vicyoung.co.uk
Steven Brown  steven.brown@vicyoung.co.uk




